We demonstrate a method to measure quadratic terahertz optical nonlinearities in terahertz time-domain spectroscopy by measuring the quadratic terahertz Kerr effect in a (110) GaP crystal in the presence of strong linear electro-optic Pockels effect [1] .
Introduction
Nonlinear terahertz optics become an exciting and active area of research with the advent of tabletop high-field terahertz sources. Among a many of nonlinear phenomena, we focus on the nonlinearities that are quadratic in the terahertz electric field [2] [3] [4] .
We will present a method to measure quadratic terahertz optical nonlinearities that scale as ( ) 2 . We demonstrate the method by measuring the terahertz Kerr effect in a (110)-oriented GaP crystal via the optical birefringence governed by the third-order nonlinear polarizability χ (3) ( ) 2 , where is the electric field of the optical gating beam. Importantly, the (110)-oriented GaP crystal also exhibits a much stronger birefringence due to the linear electro-optical Pockels effect governed by the second-order polarizability χ (2) . We show that our method allows the separation of the two effects, while one of them is quadratic and the other is linear in the terahertz field . We also show the possibility to extend this method to the time-domain detection of the terahertz second-harmonic generation due to the second-order polarization of the form χ (2) ( ) 2 . Our method shows a strong potential for broad adoption and application in nonlinear terahertz photonics.
Experimental Results and Discussion
Our measurement uses a terahertz time-domain spectrometer based on a regenerative amplifier with a repetition rate of 1-kHz. We use optical phase matching in a LiNbO 3 prism to generate high-field terahertz pulses and a (110)-oriented GaP crystal for terahertz detection. The estimated peak electric field incident on GaP is more than 100 kV/cm. The 1-kHz vertically polarized terahertz pulses from LiNbO 3 is modulated by a continuously rotating wire-grid polarizer. The terahertz pulse serie then passes through a fixed terahertz polarizer with a horizontal transmission axis. This setup arrangement results in a sinusoidal modulation of the terahertz pulse serie in which the polarity of the terahertz field switches from positive to negative. The sinusoidal modulation frequency f is 77 Hz. The terahertz field incident on the (110)-oriented GaP receiver is horizontally polarized and the gating beam is vertically polarized.
This setup allows the measurement of the terahertz Kerr effect that proportional to ( ) 2 . The ( ) 2 term is modulated by the polarizing chopper at twice the fundamental modulating frequency. By setting the lock-in amplifier detecting frequency as twice the modulating frequency 2 = 154 , we're able to measure the terahertz Kerr effect in (110) GaP. Figure 1(a) shows the measured linear terahertz pulse due to electro-optic Pockels effect and Figure 1(b) displays the time-domain spectra measurement of the terahertz Kerr effect by 2f detecting frequency. Figure 1(a) and 1(b) are collected under the same experiment conditions except for the lock-in amplifier detection frequency. The terahertz amplitude in Figure 1 is varied by insertion of 0 to 3 pieces of highresistivity Si wafer in the terahertz optical path. As expected, we observed the relationship of Kerr effect in Figure  1(b) is quadratic while the relationship of the measurement due to Pockels effect in Figure 1(a) is linear.
We propose that second-harmonic lock-in detection can be used to measure terahertz second-harmonic generation in non-centrosymmetric media. The terahertz pulses are focused into the sample and detected at the second harmonic of the sinusoidal modulation frequency. 
Conclusion

